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Abstract

Classical model validation procedures are placed at the
focus of our attention� We discuss the principles by which
we reach con�dence in a model through such validation
techniques� and also how the distance to a �true� descrip�
tion can be estimated this way� In particular we stress
that model errors must be separated from disturbances in
this process� and that consequently correlation tests be�
tween the model residuals and past inputs play a crucial
role in this process�

� Introduction

Model validation has always played a major role in Sys�
tem Identi�cation� as a basic instrument for model struc�
ture selection and as the last �quality control� station
before a model is delivered to the user �	
� ��
� For recent
work on model validation in a worst�case context see ��

and �
�
In this contribution we shall take a di�erent perspec�

tive� We place Model Validation in focus and try to in�
terpret several identi�cation concepts and approaches� as
well as model quality aspects through the �eyes� of model
validation�
We place ourselves in the following situation� A model

is given� Let it be denoted by �G �more speci�c nota�
tion will follow later�� We are also given a data set ZN

consisting of measured input�output data from a system�
We do not know� or do not care� how the model was esti�
mated� or constructed or given� We might not even know
if the data set was used to construct the model� �How�
ever� some issues will turn out to depend on this fact��
Our problem is to �gure out if the model �G is any good

at describing the measured data� and perhaps also to give
a statement how �far away� the model might be from a
true description� We would like to approach this problem
as naked as possible� and strip o� common covers� such as
�prior assumptions�� �probabilistic frameworks�� �worst
case model properties� and the like� What are we then
left with�
Well� a natural start is to consider the model�s sim�

ulated response to the measured input signal� Let that

simulated output be denoted by �y� We would then com�
pare this model output with the actual measured output
and contemplate how good the �t is� This is indeed com�
mon practice� and is perhaps the most useful� pragmatic
way to gain con�dence in �or reject� a model� This will
be the starting point of our discussion�
We shall �rst� in Section �� discuss some interesting

statistics around the measured and simulated outputs�
Note that �statistics� here means some bulk� numerical
descriptions of the �t� this has nothing to do with proba�
bility theory� In particular� we shall discuss conventional
Residual Analysis in this framework�
Section 	 deals with the question of which models

would pass a particular given validation test� The re�
lationship to the Least Squares estimation method and
con�dence regions will be made clear in that way�
How to provide a measure for the distance between the

given model and a �true� description based on typical
validation tests is the topic of Section ��

Some Notation

We shall use the following notation�The input will be de�
noted by u�t� and the output by y�t�� The data record
thus is

ZN � fy���� u���� � � � � y�N�� u�N�g ���

The given model �G will be assumed to be linear� and a
function of the shift operator q in the usual way� �G�q��
The simulated output will thus be

�y�t� � �G�q�u�t� ���

It may be that the model contains a noise assumption�
typically in the form of an additive noise or disturbance
v�t� with certain properties� It would then be assumed
that the actual output is generated as

ym�t� � �G�q�u�t� � v�t� �	�

�We append a subscript m to stress the di�erence with
the measured output�� The model could contain some
�prejudice� about the properties of v�t�� but this is not
at all essential to our discussion� A typical� conventional



assumption would be that v�t� is generated from a white
noise source through a linear �lter�

v�t� � �H�q�e�t� ���

Most of the model validation tests are based on sim�
ply the di�erence between the simulated and measured
output�

��t� � y�t�� �y�t� � y�t�� �G�q�u�t� ���

For added generality� we shall consider possibly pre�
�ltered model errors�

��t� � L�q��y�t�� �y�t�
 � L�q��y�t�� �G�q�u�t�
 ���

For example� if the model comes with a noise model ����
then a common choice of pre�lter is L�q� � �H���q�� since
this would make ��t� equal to the model�s prediction er�
rors� The pre�lter is however not at all essential to our
discussion�
In any case we shall call ��t� the Model Residuals

��model leftovers���

� Model Validation� Statistics Around

the Residuals

Typical model validation tests amount to computing the
model residuals and giving some statistics about them�
Note that this as such has nothing to do with probabil�
ity theory� �It is another matter that statistical model
validation often is complemented with probability theory
and model assumptions to make probabilistic statements
based on the residual statistics� See� e�g�� ��
� We shall
not do that in this contribution��
The following statistics for the model residuals are of�

ten used�

� The maximal absolute value of the residuals

M�
N � max��t�N j��t�j ���

� Mean� Variance and Mean Square of the residuals

m�
N �

�

N

NX
t��

��t� ��

V �
N �

�

N

NX
t��

���t��m�
N �

� ���

S�N �
�

N

NX
t��

��t�� � �m�
N �

� � V �
N ����

� Correlation between residuals and past inputs�
Let

��t� � �u�t�� u�t� ��� � � � � u�t�M � ��
T ����

and

RN �
�

N

NX
t��

��t���t�T ����

Now form the following scalar measure of the corre�
lation between past inputs �i�e� the vector �� and
the residuals�

�MN �
�

N
k

NX
t��

��t���t�kR��
N

��	�

Now� if we were prepared to introduce assumptions
about the true system �the measured data ZN �� we could
use the above statistical measures to make statements
about the relationship between the model and the true
system� typically using a probabilistic framework�
If we do not introduce any explicit assumptions about

the true system� what is then the value of the statistics
������	�� Well� we are essentially left only with induction�
That is to say� we take the measures as indications of how
the model will behave also in the future� �Here is a model�
On past data it has never produced a model error larger
than ���� This indicates that in future data and future
applications the error will also be below that value�� This
type of induction has a strong intuitive appeal�
In essence� this is the step that motivates the

�unknown�but�bounded� approach� Then a model or a
set of models is sought that allows the preceeding state�
ment with the smallest possible bound� or perhaps a phys�
ically reasonable bound�
Note� however� that the induction step is not at all

tied to the unknown�but�bounded approach� Suppose
we instead select the measure S�N as our primary statis�
tics for describing the model error size� Then the Least
Squares �Maximum Likelihood�Prediction Error� iden�
ti�cation method emerges as a way to come up with
a model that allows the �strongest� possible statement
about past behavior�
How reliable is the induction step� It is clear that

some sort of invariance assumption is behind all induc�
tion� Here the statistics ��	� plays a major role�
It is very useful to consider two sources for the model

residual �� One source that originates from the input u�t�
and one that doesn�t� With the �bold� assumption that
these two sources are additive and the one that originates
from the input is linear� we could write

��t� � ��q�u�t� � w�t� ����

Note that the distinction between the contributions to � is
fundamental and has nothing to to with any probabilis�
tic framework� We have not said anything about w�t��
except that it would not change� if we changed the in�
put u�t�� We refer to ���� as the separation of the model
residuals into Model Error and Disturbances�
The division ���� shows one weakness with induction

for measures like M�
N and S�N going from one data set



to another� The implicit invariance assumption would
require the input to be the same �or at least similar�
in the two sets� unless we would have indications that
� is of insigni�cant size� The purpose of the statistics
�MN in ��	� is exactly to assess the size of �� We shall
see this clearly in Section �� �One might add that more
sophisticated statistics will be required to assess more
complicated contributions from u to ���
In any case� it is clear that the induction about the

size of the model residuals from one data set to another
is much more reasonable if the statistics �MN has given
a small value ��small� must be evaluated in comparison
with S�N in ������

� Which Models Pass a Given Model

Validation Test�

Suppose that we have agreed upon a certain model vali�
dation criterion� This could be of arbitrary character �as
long as it reasonably well relates model quality� like size
of residuals� or evidenced sample correlation between in�
put and residuals and the like�� Note again that there is
no probability involved� we just de�ne the �model autho�
rization process�� just like� say� an airplane certi�cation
process� A relevant question to ask is then the following�
�What is the set of models that will pass this test on a
given set of data�� This set could be called the set of
unfalsi�ed models� We shall examine this question when
the validation test is based on some of the statistics given
in Section ��
Let the set of candidate models be fM���� � � DMg

where � is a parameter vector� In this section model
dependent quantities will have � as additional argument�
i�e� �y�t� � �y�tj�� and so on�
Let �rst the model validation criterion be an upper

bound � 	 � for the maximal absolute value of the resid�
uals M�

N ���

M��� is not invalidated i� M�
N � � ����

The problem of determining which models that satisfy
the inequality ���� is exactly the problem that set mem�
bership identi�cation deals with� Typically this set is
quite complicated and it is customary to outerbound it
either by an ellipsoid or a hypercube� We refer the reader
to ��
 and the recent survey and tutorial articles ��
 and
��
 for further details�
Suppose now instead that it is agreed that a reasonable

candidate model for the true dynamics should make the
sample correlation between residuals

��t� �� � y�t�� �y�tj��

and past inputs� u�t � ��� � � � � u�t � m�� small in some
sense� The statistic �MN ��� ��	� measures the correlation
between the residuals and a certain number of delayed
inputs� One possible validation criterion is to require

this correlation to be small in comparison with the Mean
Square ���� of the Model Residuals�

M��� is not invalidated i� �MN ��� � �S�N ��� ����

Here � is a subjective threshold selected by the user�
In the case of �nite impulse response �FIR� models�

the set of all models for which criterion ���� is satis�ed
is given by the following lemma�

Lemma � Assume that a FIR model structure is used�
i�e� a model of the system dynamics is given by

�y�tj�� � 
T �t�� ����

where 
�t� � �u�t�� � � � � u�t � n � ��
T and where � is a
parameter vector� Take ��t� � 
�t� in ����� then a model
satis	es ��
� if and only if the corresponding parameter
vector � satis	es the following inequality

�� � ��N �TRN �� � ��N � � �S�N ��� ���

where RN is given by ���� and where ��N is the least�
squares estimate

��N � R��N
�

N

NX
t��

y�t�
�t� ����

Proof� The least�squares estimate satis�es

�

N

NX
t��

��t� ��N �
�t� � � ����

Hence�

�

N

NX
t��

��t� ��
�t� �
�

N

NX
t��

���t� ��� ��t� ��N ��
�t�

� � �
N

NX
t��


�t�
T �t��� � ��N �

� �RN�� � ��N � ����

where the last inequality follows from ����� Using �����
�MN is given by

�MN ��� � �� � ��N �TRNR
��
N RN �� � ��N �

� �� � ��N �TRN ����� � ��N � ����

Inserting this in ���� gives the inequality ����

It is interesting to notice that the set of parameters sat�
isfying ��� is very closely related to the way con�dence
regions are de�ned under probabilistic assumptions� As�
sume that � is not too large� Then S�N��� � S�N �

��N � for
all � that satis�es ���� and� after a slight rearrangement�
the inequality ��� becomes

�� � ��N �T RN

S�N�
��N �
�� � ��N � � � ��	�



This inequality is exactly the inequality that determines
the con�dence region of the true parameters when a prob�
abilistic framework is employed �	
� i�e� when it is as�
sumed that the true data is generated by

y�t� � 
T �t��� � e��t�

where fe��t�g is a zero mean white noise sequence� Under
these assumptions

��� � ��N �T RN

S�N �
��N �
��� � ��N � � ���n� ����

and a� e�g� �� � con�dence region for �� is given by
all � which satis�es ��	� with � chosen such that the
probability that a ���n� distributed variable exceeds � is
� �
It is less common� but still possible� to use the Mean

Square of the Model Residuals S�N as model validation
criterion� Let � be a �x positive constant and de�ne the
model validation criterion as

M��� not invalidated i� S�N ��� � �� � ��S�N���N � ����

where ��N is the least�squares estimate of �� Notice that
it is relevant to compare the Mean Square value S�N ���
with the Mean Square value for the least�squares estimate
S�N �

��N � since the latter always is the smallest possible
value of S�N � The following lemma gives the correspond�
ing model set�

Lemma � Suppose that an Auto Regressive �ARX�
model

�y�t� �� � 
T �t��

where 
�t� � ��y�t � ��� � � � ��y�t � na�� u�t�� � � � � u�t �
nb�


T is used� Replace 
�t� by ��t� in ����� Then a model
satis	es ���� if and only if the corresponding parameter
vector � satis	es the following inequality

�� � ��N �TRN �� � ��N � � �S�N �
��N � ����

where ��N is the least�squares estimate ���� of ��

Proof� Simple manipulations give

��t� �� � �
T �t��� � ��N � � ��t� ��N �

and hence

�

N

NX
t��

���t� ��

�
�

N

NX
t��

���t� ��N �� �

N

NX
t��

��t� ��N �

T �t��� � ��N �

��� � ��N � �
N

NX
t��


�t�
T �t� �� � ��N �T

�
�

N

NX
t��

���t� ��N � � �� � ��N �RN �� � ��N �T ����

where the second equality follows from ����� From �����
the result ���� is immediate�
From the results of Lemma � and Lemma � we conclude

that� for FIR models� ���� and ���� are very closely re�
lated criteria� Furthermore� the results provide an alter�
native interpretation of probabilistic con�dence regions�
They are regions in the parameter space where� simulta�
neously� the sample cross correlation� �MN � and the Mean
Square of the Model Residuals� S�N � are small�

� Assessing the Size of the Model Error

We shall now turn to the question of how to assess how
big the model error � in ���� is� To do so we assume
that the data ZN in ��� actually have been generated by
the system

y�t� � �G�q�u�t� � ��q�u�t� � w�t� ���

Actually� as long as we do not assign any properties to
w�t� this assumption is non�committal�
We then have the following result� which is a pure al�

gebraic relationship between the involved quantities�

Theorem � Assume that the data set ZN in ��� is sub�
ject to ���� Let �G be a given model� and let �MN be formed
from the data by ����� Assume that RN 	 �I� Then the
model error � obeys

�
�

�

Z �

��
j ��ei�� j�j L�ei��UN ��� j� d�

����
�

� �� � ��

�
�

N
�MN

����
� �� � ��xN �

�� � ��Cu

�X
k�M��

�k ����

Here

� xN � jj �N
PN

t�� !v�t���t�jjR��
N

� !v�t� � L�q�v�t�

� �k is the impulse response of L�q���q�

� UN ��� �
PN

t�� u�t�e
i�t

� � � Cu�M���p
N�

� Cu � max��t�N ju�t�j�
If the input is tapered so that u�t� � � for t �

�� ����M�N �M�N �M � �� ���N � the number � can be
taken as zero�

The paper ��
 contains a more detailed discussion of
the implications of this result� Here� let us just point to
the following aspects�



� For the quantities on the right hand side� we note
that �MN is known by the user� as well as ��N and
Cu� The tail of the impulse response �k beyond lag
M is typically not known� It is an unavoidable term�
since no such lag has been tested� The size of this
term has to be dealt with by prior assumptions� The
term xN will relate to noise assumptions and we will
deal with these in some detail shortly�

� By the choice of pre�lter L�q� we can probe the size
of the model error over arbitrarily small frequency
intervals� However� by making this �lter very nar�
row band� we will also typically increase the size of
the impulse response tail� �Narrow band �lters have
slowly decaying impulse responses��

� If the model �G�q� has been estimated as an M�th
order FIR model from the data set ZN using the
least squares method� then by construction �MN � ��

The key unknowns when using the result is the impulse
response tail �k and the �noise quantity� xN � There
is nothing to do about the former� than to rely upon
prior assumptions� For xN we can develop the following
bounds�

Lemma � �a� For all sequences !v�t� it holds that

xN �
�
�

N

NX
t��

!v��t�

����
�	��

�b� Under the notation of Theorem �� assume that the
input is periodic with period P� then the following
bound holds�

xN � CN �max�j !V ���j �	��

where !V ��� is the discrete time Fourier transform of
!v�t��

!V ��� �
�p
N

NX
t��

!v�t�e�it� �	��

and

CN �
� � logNp

N
� MPp

�
� Cu �		�

The proofs are given in ��
� Notice that in the case
�b�� the model error decays like ��N regardless of the
character of the noise sequence� as long as it does not
contain periodic components� It should also be noted
that the typical model validation companion test� the one
that checks the whiteness of the residuals� indeed is a
way to secure the "atness of the spectrum of !v� This test
consequently links in with an attempt to quantify the
total model error according to Theorem � and the lemma
above�
In this way we have come quite close to the common

practice used� under a probabilistic alibi� without intro�
ducing any stochastic assumption or framework�

� Conclusions

We have studied model validation� in particular the
model residual statistics ���#��	�� as a focal point for
identi�cation practices�
No new methods or techniques have been introduced

here� On the contrary� our discussion has brought us back
to classical practices�
One conclusion has been that many techniques used�

based on a probabilistic framework� indeed make sense
also without probability theory� relying essentially of the
pragmatic and simplistic �induction step� described in
Section ��
We have stressed the fundamental importance of com�

ing to grips with the two contributions ���� to the model
residuals� Attempting to distinguish between Model er�
ror and Disturbances is unavoidable in any serious model
building application� The �classical� statistics �MN in ��	�
emerges as a foremost tool for this distinction� It is in�
teresting to note that measures to make �MN small when
evaluated for estimation data are by fundamental geomet�
ric properties closely linked to minimizing �the classical
criterion� S�N in ���� for the estimation data�
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